DEcoration Special
All the Raj in Normandy, a new-build ‘Medieval’ cottage, London’s cast of concrete kings

Plus, The suburban Surrealist: René Magritte at home
antennae roundup

1 'Bullet' lever handles, by Christina Roberts, from £218 per pair, Turnstyle Designs. 2 'Tatra' champagne cocktail glass, £75 for four, LSA. 3 'Empire' rug, from £840 per sq m, Veedon Fleece. 4 'Chelsea' two-seater sofa, £2,755; covered in 'Janvier JAN-01', by William Potts, £79 per m; both David Seyfried. 5 'Kiley' console, by Michael Taylor Designs, £9,175, Tatiana Tafur. 6 Glass brass 'School' pendant, £345, Davey Lighting. 7 'Quartzan' rosettes, by Sherine Awadallah, £82.50 each, Nada Designs. 8 Knobs and pulls, from £42.23 each, Balineum. Prices include VAT. For suppliers' details see Address Book.